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QUESTION NO: 1

Universal Containers (UC) implemented SSO to a third-party system for their Salesforce users to access the App Launcher. 
UC enabled “User Provisioning” on the Connected App so that changes to user accounts can be synched between 
Salesforce and the third party system. However, UC quickly notices that changes to user roles in Salesforce are not getting 
synched to the third-party system. What is the most likely reason for this behaviour?

A. User Provisioning for Connected Apps does not support role sync.

B. Required operation(s) was not mapped in User Provisioning Settings.

C. The Approval queue for User Provisioning Requests is unmonitored.

D. Salesforce roles have more than three levels in the role hierarchy.

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 2

Universal containers (UC) wants to integrate a Web application with salesforce. The UC team has implemented the Oauth 
web-server Authentication flow for authentication process. Which two considerations should an architect point out to UC? 
Choose 2 answers

A. The web application should be hosted on a secure server.

B. The web server must be able to protect consumer privacy

C. The flow involves passing the user credentials back and forth.

D. The flow will not provide an Oauth refresh token back to the server.

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 3

Universal containers(UC) wants to integrate a third-party reward calculation system with salesforce to calculate rewards. 
Rewards will be calculated on a schedule basis and update back into salesforce. The integration between Salesforce and 
the reward calculation system needs to be secure. Which are the recommended best practices for using Oauth flows in this 
scenario? Choose 2 answers

A. Oauth refresh token flow

B. Oauth SAML bearer assertion flow
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C. Oauthjwt bearer token flow

D. Oauth Username-password flow

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 4

architect is troubleshooting some SAML-based SSO errors during testing. The Architect confirmed that all of the Salesforce 
SSO settings are correct. Which two issues outside of the Salesforce SSO settings are most likely contributing to the SSO 
errors the Architect is encountering? Choose 2 Answers

A. The Identity Provider is also used to SSO into five other applications.

B. The clock on the Identity Provider server is twenty minutes behind Salesforce.

C. The Issuer Certificate from the Identity Provider expired two weeks ago.

D. The default language for the Identity Provider and Salesforce are Different.

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 5

Universal Containers (UC) wants to build a few applications that leverage the Salesforce REST API. UC has asked its 
Architect to describe how the API calls will be authenticated to a specific user. Which two mechanisms can the Architect 
provide? Choose 2 Answers

A. Authentication Token

B. Session ID

C. Refresh Token

D. Access Token

ANSWER: C D 

QUESTION NO: 6

Universal containers(UC) has decided to build a new, highly sensitive application on Force.com platform. The security team 
at UC has decided that they want users to provide a fingerprint in addition to username/Password to authenticate to this 
application. How can an architect support fingerprints as a form of identification for salesforce Authentication?
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A. Use salesforce Two-factor Authentication with callouts to a third-party fingerprint scanning application.

B. Use Delegated Authentication with callouts to a third-party fingerprint scanning application.

C. Use an appexchange product that does fingerprint scanning with native salesforce identity confirmation.

D. Use custom login flows with callouts to a third-party fingerprint scanning application.

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 7

Universal Containers (UC) has an existing e-commerce platform and is implementing a new customer community. They do 
not want to force customers to register on both applications due to concern over the customers experience. It is expected 
that 25% of the e-commerce customers will utilize the customer community . The e-commerce platform is capable of 
generating SAML responses and has an existing

REST-ful API capable of managing users. How should UC create the identities of its e-commerce users with the customer 
community?

A. Use SAML JIT in the Customer Community to create users when a user tries to login to the community from the e-
commerce site.

B. Use the e-commerce REST API to create users when a user self-register on the customer community and use SAML to 
allow SSO.

C. Use a nightly batch ETL job to sync users between the Customer Community and the e-commerce platform and use 
SAML to allow SSO.

D. Use the standard Salesforce API to create users in the Community When a User is Created in the e-Commerce platform 
and use SAML to allow SSO.

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 8

Universal Containers wants to implement SAML SSO for their internal Salesforce users using a third-party IdP. After some 
evaluation, UC decides not to set up My Domain for their Salesforce org. How does that decision impact their SSO 
implementation?

A. SP-initiated SSO will not work.

B. Neither SP- nor IdP-initiated SSO will work.

C. Either SP- or IdP-initiated SSO will work.
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D. IdP-initiated SSO will not work.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 9

Universal Containers (UC) is planning to deploy a custom mobile app that will allow users to get e-signatures from its 
customers on their mobile devices. The mobile app connects to Salesforce to upload the e-signature as a file attachment and 
uses OAuth protocol for both authentication and authorization. What is the most recommended and secure OAuth scope 
setting that an Architect should recommend?

A. Id

B. Web

C. Api

D. Custom_permissions

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 10

Containers (UC) has implemented SAML-based single Sign-on for their Salesforce application and is planning

to provide access to Salesforce on mobile devices using the Salesforce1 mobile app. UC wants to ensure that Single Sign-
on is used for accessing the Salesforce1 mobile App. Which two recommendations should the Architect make? Choose 2 
Answers

A. Configure the Embedded Web Browser to use My Domain URL.

B. Configure the Salesforce1 App to use the MY Domain URL.

C. Use the existing SAML-SSO flow along with User Agent Flow.

D. Use the existing SAML SSO flow along with Web Server Flow.

ANSWER: B C 
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